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I. INTRODUCTION

In the world of international constitutional law, the use of foreign judicial decisions in domestic jurisprudence has long created controversy and confusion for both lawmakers and legal scholars. This once seemed strictly an American problem because of America’s unique system of judicial review; however, with the tremendous growth in constitutional courts throughout the world, the debate has expanded greatly over the past few decades. While some countries decry the practice or merely avoid it, others embrace its usefulness and specifically authorize justices to examine foreign law.

Perhaps the first point that must be reiterated on the use of foreign jurisprudence for domestic constitutional interpretation is that nothing in this article—or any other publication—implies that foreign jurisprudence should ever be considered in any way binding. While at this point of comparative scholarship, such a clarification would seem both trivial and obvious, it still bears mentioning.

Beyond this caveat, there are many purposes for examining foreign jurisprudence. The three that are discussed below are in no particular order and are in no way comprehensive. They are merely a restatement of three vital purposes that feature prominently in both comparative constitutional jurisprudence and comparative academic literature.

While there are countless functions of foreign opinions in the jurisprudence
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of the South African Constitutional Court, perhaps the most prominent is the examination of the logic and reasoning used to confront a particular problem. As Professor Ursula Bentele writes, “[o]bviously the substantive law is not what matters, but rather the reasoning at work in confronting a common problem or issue.” When one is confronted with the opinion of a foreign judge, one is forced to examine his or her own biases, prejudices, and opinions, and it is imperative to the act of judging to be open to persuasion.

It is also worth mentioning that before one even examines the reasoning of a foreign justice, it is often helpful to examine foreign opinions in an attempt to identify the problem. As former South African Constitutional Court Justice Laurie Ackermann observes,

without the correct formulation of a constitutional problem, it is hardly possible to come up with the right constitutional answer. Of course, the right problem must, in the end, be discovered in one’s own constitution and jurisprudence, but to see how other jurisdictions have identified and formulated similar problems can be of great use.

The final justification for the use of foreign jurisprudence in constitutional decisions that will be discussed here is the growing prominence of a “common thread” of standards that are applied universally. The South African Constitutional Court looked to foreign law for such a common thread with regards to the South African Constitution’s Article 12 assurance that every individual has the right “not to be treated or punished in a cruel, inhuman or degrading way.” The court interpreted this section by surveying similar provisions throughout the world to determine what was generally considered cruel, inhuman, or degrading. In effect, the court found that as all humans have a right to be free from such treatment, it was worthwhile to examine the determinations of foreign courts as to what punishments are classified as such. A similar “common thread” could easily be found in many if not all of the fundamental human rights concerns that are discussed here.

This article aims to move beyond the question of whether foreign law should be used in domestic constitutional jurisprudence and into the realm of which foreign sources should be relied upon and why these sources should be given particular attention. It has been said in past literature that one of the main
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5. Id. at 226.
6. See id. at 239 (discussing judicial views on usefulness of foreign opinions).
10. Id. at 90-96 (holding juvenile whipping unconstitutional).
objections to the use of foreign analysis is the methodological concern over “forum shopping” or “cherry-picking,” in which a justice determines his or her preferred policy result and simply surveys international courts to find a source to achieve the desired end. If this were to accurately describe the process by which justices come to decisions, it would be disastrous. Luckily, according to justices of the Constitutional Court of South Africa—a court intimately familiar with the examination of foreign law—it does not accurately describe the process by which they determine what foreign sources to examine.

Many factors are considered when choosing foreign legal sources. According to Deputy Chief Justice Dikgang Moseneke, a key consideration is whether the society is an open and democratic one. The country foreign sources are chosen from should mimic the regime type of his country. The foreign jurisdiction should also have a similar system of adjudication—in the case of South Africa, adversarial. Similarly, several of the South African justices described subject matters on which foreign courts had confronted problems similar to those in South Africa and thus were valuable sources of reasoning. These problems include demographics, economics, and general values, and will be discussed in much greater detail below.

This article’s purpose is to discuss what broad-based factors should be used in determining sources for foreign jurisprudence in constitutional litigation. The focus of the article will be legal actions regarding fundamental human and socioeconomic rights. Foreign jurisprudence is indeed useful in other areas of the law. However, these areas are outside of the scope of this paper.

The first broad-based factor that should be examined when using foreign jurisprudence is the circumstances that surrounded the drafting of the constitutional provision at issue. It is important to note that all law, including constitutional law, exists within a particular context. This context includes a country’s unique history, distinctive economic and social circumstances, and political system. In the particular arena of constitutional law, it is frequently the responsibility of justices to examine where the law fits within the circumstances in which it was created. If there are tremendously different circumstances that surround the passing of a constitutional provision in a foreign state, although it appears similar, the meaning could vary substantially.

Another important factor in constitutional analysis is the interest the provision was written to protect. While at first glance two countries’
constitutional articles may seem similar, if they were crafted to protect different interests, it is very unlikely that they represent the same underlying principles. Jurisprudential analysis would thus not be particularly worthwhile to foreign courts. A careful analysis of the jurisprudential history and background surrounding the constitutional provision is therefore necessary.

The economic status of the country, including its access to finite resources and the social characteristics of the state, are the final two factors that will be discussed in this paper. Although not specifically legal, they are of a legal realist nature and do affect the function of law.

It is vital that, when examining foreign jurisprudence, states take into account economic differences. While in a perfect world this would be irrelevant, the constitutional adjudicator does not do his or her work in a vacuum. A particular decision that would have one result in a country with tremendous wealth might have a vastly different result in an impoverished nation. Economic differences, therefore, are something that must be taken into account.  

Finally, countries’ social characteristics—including racial, religious, and ethnic makeup—as well as their particular histories are very important when selecting foreign legal sources to examine. For example, in South Africa, the post-apartheid democratic constitution was written in a progressive manner that would not only protect rights but would also alleviate past inequities. A country without similar past inequities may not be a good source of legal analysis for the South African Constitutional Court. Thus, for the South African Constitutional Court or any constitutional court, when looking to foreign legal sources, it is very important to examine whether those sources are informed by a similar historical and social context. Foreign laws without such similar context would likely be distinguishable.

II. CIRCUMSTANCES AT DRAFTING

It has often been said that the law is reactive. Nowhere is this generalization more apt than in the world of constitutional law. There is no country where the foundational legal documents emerged from a mere vacuum. As Justice Laurie Ackermann observed, constitutions “often reflect . . . a response to particular histories and political and social ills.”

Evidence of such an eye towards the past can often be found within the preambles of various foundational legal documents. For example, in the South
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African Constitution, written in order to embrace democracy after a decades-long struggle to defeat apartheid, the preamble both “[r]ecognise[s] the injustices of [the nation’s] past” and “[h]onour[s] those who suffered for justice and freedom in [South Africa].”22 Similarly, the Eritrean foundational document, written in the wake of a three decades-long war for independence from Ethiopia, recognizes those “who sacrificed their lives for the causes of [Eritrean] rights and independence.”23 While most subsequent “constitutional moments” occur in times of less societal transition, it is no less important to examine the context from which those provisions emerge.24

The particular circumstances surrounding passage can influence an entire constitutional document, or merely a single provision. For example, the South African Constitution was passed in the wake of a racist apartheid system.25 Similarly, the German Basic Law and Constitution of Japan were passed in the fallout of World War II.26 In contrast, the United States Constitution, ratified in 1787, was not written with the rights of slaves and former slaves in mind. However, the Fourteenth Amendment, adopted in 1868, was written for this purpose.27 This particular provision was written with different goals in mind than those that influenced the rest of the document.

In presenting this point, two particular types of constitutional moments will be examined. The first of these is a constitution’s drafting in response to prolonged domestic pressure. Such examples can be found throughout the democratic world. They manifest themselves through popular movements often involving rallies, campaigns, and protests or movements finding the majority of their support in the political or economic elites. This category includes general constitutional provisions that existed in the document’s original bill of rights or similar sections. Such clauses can be included here because initial constitutions, when not reacting to a particular event, generally represent the consensus formed by either popular support or political elites within the context of a constitutional convention or drafting caucus.

The second opportunity for constitutional change is through a particular and direct historical moment. There is often considerable overlap in the reasons for altering a constitution or changing the constitutional regime. That is to say that oftentimes a particular moment sets off a movement that takes some time to
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effectuate change. For the purposes of this paper, such a movement will be considered as part of the second category. After all, thought and consultation before change in governance are vital elements of an open and democratic society.

This particular distinction is an important one in constitutional interpretation. The first such category is often the codification of a normative ideal. Simply put, a large group of citizens—or a large proportion of those responsible for constitutional drafting—believe that the country would be better off if this ideal were a part of the law. Most fundamental human rights provisions fall within this group. The latter category is in response to a particular event that the nation would like to ensure either continues to happen or—much more frequently—never happens again. The concreteness of the latter often causes a very different type of jurisprudential interpretation than the former.

Take, for example, disputed elections. Throughout history, it has been an unfortunate reality that defeated incumbents, especially in new and developing democracies, refuse to relinquish power. Certain geographic areas, including Latin America and Africa, are particularly familiar with this practice. As a great many of these countries move towards stable democracy, there has been considerable effort to ensure that power is transitioned peacefully. Some states have gone as far as to entrench term limits in the constitution, ensuring that no government can extend them in an effort to hold on to power, without sacrificing the constitutionality of the regime.

Take the recent example of Honduras, a country with a history of incumbents refusing to hand over power at the end of their terms. This history informed the country’s most recent constitutional assembly, convincing them to not only limit the presidential term to a single four-year term, but also to include article 374, which states that the constitutional articles “that relate to . . . the presidential term” cannot be altered.

This provision belongs squarely in the second category discussed above. It is a response to a particular historical event or series of events that Honduras would like to ensure never again plunges their emerging democracy into turmoil. Article 374 is not a mere normative exercise, with the country’s political elite determining that the country would be better served if presidential term limits are never altered.

One can see the important difference between the two positions when an alteration is proposed. In 2009, former President Manuel Zelaya proposed a referendum for the convening of a new constitutional assembly that would

change the term limit and thus allow him to serve more than one term. This move was quickly struck down as illegal, in violation of article 239 as amended by article 374. Mr. Zelaya then changed his methods and asked for an “opinion poll” that would determine whether the country’s citizenry desired such a referendum to take place later. This move was similarly struck down as illegal and resulted in the forced, military removal of a pajama-clad Mr. Zelaya from the Honduran Presidential Palace.

While the whole of Mr. Zelaya’s activities does lend itself to the belief that he was attempting to subvert the constitution, his motivations are not the focus of this article, nor is his removal from the Presidential Palace by force and immediate exile to Costa Rica, the legality of which will no doubt be debated for quite some time in Honduran and international legal circles. What must be examined for the purposes of this article is the seemingly broad reading of article 374.

Article 374, which states that presidential terms cannot be altered beyond a single four-year term, was used to strike down an opinion poll asking whether the country would like to see a ballot referendum for a new constitutional assembly at the next election. By any measure, this is an expansive reading of the provision. This liberal reading was no doubt informed by the country’s history and resulting sensitivity to the attempts of incumbent politicians at holding onto their power.

It is extremely unlikely that countries without similar histories would have developed a similar sensitivity to attempts at holding onto power. There is undoubtedly a link between this lack of sensitivity and the lack of public controversies or constitutional court cases in places without similar histories. On a purely hypothetical note, it is difficult to imagine that a country with a history of peaceful transition from one leader to the next would react in a similar manner to the events described above. Indeed there is no shortage of historical precedents where a sitting government began the process of a new constitutional assembly without tremendous public uproar and constitutional court interference.

As the case above clearly demonstrates, the application and interpretation of constitutional law is influenced by the historical context in which it was created. Nowhere is this more prevalent than in the area of fundamental rights.

In addition to the normative ideal/singular event dichotomy discussed above, in certain situations various punishments or government actions simply mean different things in different historical contexts. Perhaps the most salient
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example of such a difference is the South African Constitutional Court’s death penalty jurisprudence.

In *State v. Makwanyane*, the South African Constitutional Court outlawed the death penalty as inconsistent with the constitutional guarantees of a right to life as well as the prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment.34 The decision, written in 1995, had virtually no body of domestic constitutional jurisprudence from which to draw.35 Thus, the decision draws from the constitutional capital punishment jurisprudence of Botswana, the European Court of Human Rights, the United States, and others.36 It also draws on the work of the Human Rights Committee in interpreting the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.37

The decision pays particular attention to the case of *Gregg v. Georgia* decided by the United States Supreme Court.38 In fact, the South African Constitutional Court found no substantive difference between the “guided discretion” approach created in *Gregg* and the challenged portion of the South African Criminal Procedure Act.39 The guided discretion approach was found to be constitutional in the United States based on the considerable guidance given to the judge or jury. The Court reasoned that this guidance would eliminate the discriminatory application of capital punishment.40

The Constitutional Court did not share the optimism of the U.S. Supreme Court. Writing for the Constitutional Court, former Chief Justice Chaskalson commented on the minute percentage of cases that result in a death sentence and the various factors that could influence those decisions.41 In many cases, the overriding issue is one of pure chance for the defendant. Often the outcome depends on, for example, how the case is presented to the prosecutor and how it is investigated.42 Despite the guided discretion given by the Criminal Procedure Act, race and poverty could also be factors.

Justice Chaskalson notes that “[t]here is an enormous social and cultural divide between those sentenced to death and the judges before whom they appear, who are presently almost all white and middle class,” and that “[a]ll this is the result of our history, and with the demise of apartheid this will change. Race and class are, however, factors that run deep in our society and
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cannot simply be brushed aside as no longer being relevant.”

Guided by these facts, the Constitutional Court held that despite the tremendous similarities between *Gregg v. Georgia* and *State v. Makwanyane*, the historical differences of the two nations prevented the court from applying similar reasoning. While there is considerable debate as to the intent of the drafters of the United States Constitution, there is little doubt that the South African Constitution was created as a socially-transformative document that would bring the nation together after its many years of both de jure and de facto segregation. The constitutional era was ushered in under the shadow of the racist system of apartheid, in which all of the justices had come of age. Throughout this era, capital punishment had been used as a method of political and racial repression.

In the above example, the circumstances that existed at the time of the provision’s drafting, and the purposes for the provision, made the *Gregg* reasoning inapplicable in South Africa. While America has experienced considerable racial animus, violence, and marginalization throughout its history, the justices of the Supreme Court felt that such prejudice could be minimized or eliminated through proper guidance from the legislature. South African Constitutional Court justices did not share that belief, based on its prevalence throughout recent South African history, and considered the possibility of discriminatory application of the death penalty to be offensive to the interim constitution.

The South African Constitutional Court examined legal analysis of a provision identical in form to the challenged law. However, upon review, the analysis was distinguished based on the circumstances that surrounded the provision’s passage and its historical context. Each court was tasked with determining whether the amendment prohibited capital punishment through its ban of cruel and unusual punishment. The U.S. Supreme Court examined the law and found that in the long history of America, the punishment “comports with the basic concept of human dignity at the core of the Amendment.”

Alternately, the Constitutional Court examined the relationship between the death penalty and cruel and unusual punishment, finding that based on the history of capital punishment’s use in South Africa as a tool to punish and repress freedom fighters, it was cruel and unusual.

43. *Id.* at 35 n.78.
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The South African justices were able to look to the jurisprudence of an internationally respected court, examine its reasoning and find that the reasoning espoused by Justice Stewart was not applicable in South African law.\textsuperscript{50} While the two situations were factually identical, they existed in different historical contexts and were based on constitutional articles with different drafting circumstances.

The circumstances surrounding the South African Interim Constitution made the reasoning different and thus changed the result. The court did not “cherry-pick” or simply search for a predetermined policy answer in foreign law; rather it examined other courts’ reasoning given similar factual circumstances, confronted that reasoning, found the reasoning to be different than what was required by the South African Interim Constitution, and reached a different result.\textsuperscript{51} This process is at the heart of judging.\textsuperscript{52}

III. INTERESTS CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISION IS DESIGNED TO PROTECT

It is an interesting peculiarity of law that while words on a page may frequently seem to be straightforward, that is never the case. Such is obvious to anyone with experience in the law, regardless of the subject matter. A country’s constitution, generally a broad document full of aspirational statements of positive rights, is seldom as straightforward as it seems. Many courts have been created and academic papers written in attempts to decipher these documents. It may seem trite, but the sheer complexity of constitutional law should be taken into account when examining foreign jurisprudence for use in domestic constitutional litigation. Rights espoused in two foundational documents can appear to be exactly the same but can differ in important ways. Despite linguistic similarities, rights provisions can be designed to protect significantly different interests, a factor that will harm the analysis’s usefulness to foreign litigation.

For example, freedom of religion is a right guaranteed in nearly all constitutions throughout the world and is considered to be a part of customary international law. The right exists in many forms. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights has the following to say about the issue:

\begin{quote}
Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. This right shall include freedom to have or to adopt a religion or belief of his choice, and freedom, either individually or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in worship, observance,
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{50} See id. at 221 (explaining difference in reasoning due to death penalty’s disparate impact along racial and poverty lines).

\textsuperscript{51} See id. at 220 (discussing court’s examination of cases from variety of countries yet lack of emulating other countries).

\textsuperscript{52} See Ackermann, supra note 7, at 185.
Many constitutional systems, shorten this phrase to “everyone has the right to freedom of conscience, religion, thought, belief, and opinion,” or a similar provision.\textsuperscript{54}

Now consider two hypothetical countries, Almriza and Byzcentonia. Both countries are constitutional, republican democracies with a bill of rights that contains a freedom of religion clause. The clauses are identical to chapter 2, section 15(1) of the South African Constitution. However, a brief review of the historical record and the legislative history would show the two articles were written by the constitutional assemblies to protect vastly different interests.

Almriza is a democracy with a considerable Faretee majority as well as many smaller religious minority groups. It emerged following a revolution from an oppressive Faretee theocracy that had enforced its brand of Faretee law on the entire population. Since the revolution, every election has been won by a center-left party. There is no allegation or suspicion of election rigging; it is merely the will of the people that the center-left party continues to govern. This same center-left party was primarily responsible for writing the country’s constitution; however, there was tremendous consultation with other groups. The party, as well as the constitution, is strongly focused on individual rights.

The constitutional assembly in Almriza discussed many rights. Based on the history of the country, as well as its majority Faretee population, what “freedom of religion” would mean was hotly contested. In the end, it was determined that the right allowed the open practice of religion as well as individual freedom from forced adherence to religion and religious law.

Byzcentonia is a peaceful democracy that has existed for several centuries. It did not emerge from revolution or war and has a history of peaceful transition of power. Similar to Almriza, the country has a large Faretee majority as well as many religious minorities. The country’s constitution was written early on in the international constitutional tradition and has a focus on greater well-being. It also ensures individual rights will be respected through the inclusion of a positive bill of rights that can be enforced against the government.

With a history of peaceful transition and harmony, Byzcentonia did not hotly debate its bill of rights. Nevertheless, the clause on freedom of religion was extremely important to the citizens. The clause ensured the country’s religious minorities had a right to practice and could assert that right through the courts if necessary. It also ensured the country’s Faretee majority could continue practicing openly. Above all, the clause secured the right of each citizen to practice whatever religion to which he or she subscribes.

Both Almriza and Byzcentonia are robust, peaceful constitutional democracies with majority Faretee populations as well as thriving religious minorities. They both have provisions in their constitutions that protect the right to free exercise of religion. However, based on the drafting history, the two textually identical clauses are meant to protect two completely different interests.

While Byzcentonia included the clause in an effort to allow each individual citizen the freedom to practice his or her religion, Almriza included the clause in an effort to ensure that each citizen was protected from religion. This does not imply Almriza opposes the free practice of religion; however, individuals’ interest in freedom from religious coercion is of greater importance to the constitutional tradition of Almriza. This subtle difference can have tremendous implications in interpretation.

Consider the case of an individual living near a Faretee temple. Throughout the day and night, the individual is awakened and startled by the calls of the Faretee minister through the loudspeaker, calling worshippers to temple, as well as the tremendous noise created by the bells in the temple’s tower. This individual is frightened by the noise. It interrupts his sleep and affects his ability to focus on his job.

The courts of Almriza are much more likely to be sympathetic to legal action by this individual than the courts of Byzcentonia. It is the foundation of the Almriza Constitution that each individual has the right to be free from religion if he or she chooses. This individual, based merely on the location of his home and business, is being held hostage by the religious practices of others.

It is extremely unlikely that the courts of Byzcentonia would be receptive to the man’s claim. He has a right to practice any religion, or no religion; however, the bells and loudspeaker are parts of the Faretee religion. Each individual Faretee does not have any less right to practice his or her religion than the complainant.

Such a difference is vitally important in the examination of foreign jurisprudence in domestic constitutional decision making. While international constitutional provisions may be textually similar, they may represent fundamentally different rights than those protected under domestic provisions. There are many instances where such appearances can be similarly deceiving. In order for foreign legal reasoning to apply to domestic litigation, it is vital that the legislative history of the provision ensure the same interest is being protected.

IV. ECONOMIC FACTORS, INCLUDING RESOURCES

Litigation surrounding fundamental rights is always a balancing act. For example, while an individual has the right to a fair trial—as guaranteed by most constitutions internationally, various international conventions, and customary
international law—that right must be weighed against the state’s right to enforce its laws. Similarly, the right to travel is an important internationally recognized right, but it must not infringe upon the state’s ability to regulate both its populace and the flow of people into and out of its borders. Every discussion on human rights must similarly balance these interests.

Thus, here begins the legal realist section of the paper. Constitutional law does not exist in a vacuum. The state, although limited by its resources, always has the responsibility to adhere to the fundamental rights of an individual. There are constitutional documents that acknowledge this fact. For example, although the South African Bill of Rights directs its legislature to take efforts to ensure citizens have access to land, housing, healthcare, food, water, and social security, it acknowledges that all must be done “within its available resources.”

In the world of comparative law, the question of resources is merely a factor in comparing the factual scenarios of controversies from foreign jurisdictions. Wealth varies worldwide, and we must take this into account when attempting to glean insight from foreign jurisprudence.

Take one example from the right to a fair trial given above. In the case of Ferreira v. Levin, Justice Laurie Ackermann of the South African Constitutional Court writes:

> The aphorism proclaims that it is better for ten guilty accused to go free than to have one innocent accused wrongly convicted. Does the same hold true if the proportion is stretched to a hundred to one or to a thousand to one? And must a system, which only produces one in a hundred wrong acquittals in one country, be maintained in another if it would consistently give rise to three in five wrong acquittals in the latter?

There can be little doubt that no open and democratic society could survive either extreme, given either its high numbers of not guilty verdicts for clearly guilty persons or a sixty percent wrongful acquittal rate.

It was within this context that the South African Constitutional Court analyzed Ferreira. The court determined that while the United States bars the use of both direct and derivative evidence stemming from self-incrimination, doing so in South Africa would be inappropriate. In addition to subtle constitutional differences, Justice Ackermann found it important that the United
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56. Id. art. 12 (describing right of freedom to travel between states).
58. See Bentele, supra note 4, at 250.
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States “has vastly greater resources, in all respects and at all levels, than this country when it comes to the investigation and prosecution of crime.”61 This forces South Africa to be much more flexible with its approach to criminal justice.62

There are two important things to note about the disparity in resources between countries. First, not all fundamental rights exist in the context of a country’s resources. While it is true that an individual’s right to freedom of expression must be balanced against other individual rights, this balancing rarely requires the use of tremendous resources to enforce. This dichotomy is similar to that of many other fundamental rights and freedoms. With this in mind, it is not a factor that must be considered for all rights jurisprudence, only for those that must be weighed against finite government resources. This includes, among others, various trial rights including the right to a speedy trial and the above-mentioned right against self-incrimination.

Second, and perhaps the most important, nothing in the above analysis suggests that a country with limited resources should be somehow absolved of its human-rights responsibilities. It is the responsibility of every nation to ensure the protection of its citizens. However, that protection exists within a particular context that takes into account a state’s finite resources. The legal system of a particular state should be adapted to the resources they possess. In so adapting, it is possible that jurisprudence from a different economic context would become inapplicable.

V. SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS, INCLUDING RACE, RELIGION, AND ETHNICITY

The current legal realist analysis is based entirely on the fact that the law does not exist in a vacuum. Where a substantial amount of the world of constitutional law is directly affected by the finite resources of a state, much of the arena is also directly affected by social characteristics. These characteristics include the racial, ethnic, and religious makeup of a country. This is particularly important when one looks at nondiscrimination as a fundamental principle of human rights.63

Within individual democracies there exists a tremendous international variance of racial, ethnic, and religious makeup. For the purposes of examination, South Korea claims near total ethnic homogeneity while some states—in particular those of the post-colonial variety—beast tremendous ethnic diversity.64 Ghana, for example, reports nine major ethnic groups, with the largest one being forty-five percent of the population and a robust
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61. See id.
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percentage of the population that describes itself as “other.” Similar international variation can be found within the categories of both race and religion.

Within this context, the principle of nondiscrimination can be easily enforced in tremendously homogenous societies, or it can take extraordinary amounts of work in diverse societies such as Ghana, the United States of America, or South Africa. Judges are well aware of this reality. It is not merely the racial, ethnic, or religious makeup that judges are aware of, but the socioeconomic realities as well. For example, justices of the South African Constitutional Court found the vision of the Indian Supreme Court tremendously useful because India is also a heterogeneous society with substantial wealth inequality. Therefore, socioeconomic makeup must be taken into account whenever any foreign jurisprudence is examined in domestic litigation.

Nondiscrimination is also not an absolute principle. While constitutions frequently contain strongly worded warnings banning government action that is dependent on race, religion, or ethnicity, there is considerable disagreement on the proper application of these clauses. Many international legal scholars believe that these clauses should, and often do, ban all forms of government action based on protected classes; others attempt to classify the challenged laws as either “benign” or “invidious,” with the former being acceptable in an effort to remedy past discrimination and the latter being wholly repugnant to human rights principles.

Certain states have codified this distinction. For example, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms includes a caveat that “[the nondiscrimination clause] does not preclude any law, program or activity that has as its object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups including those that are disadvantaged because of race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.”

A similar clause exists in the South African Constitution. The drafters drew influence from the Canadian Charter. As a result, the South African Constitutional Court has frequently upheld affirmative action legislation. In
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contrast, the United States Constitution does not contain a similar provision.72

While the South African Constitutional Court has found insight from the American Supreme Court on affirmative action, it has been used mainly to distinguish the holdings. The greatest alternative example is Justice Albie Sachs’s reliance on a dissent by the venerable Justice Thurgood Marshall. Marshall spent a great deal of energy distinguishing measures used to segregate and continue a racist past from those used to remedy the effects of that past.73 Justice Sachs wrote that the inclusion of chapter 2, section 9(2), had been an unambiguous certification of the reasoning used by Justice Marshall, one that would be appropriate in a South African context.74

It is worth mentioning that the above example is one of fealty to law that is often derided by the critics of the use of foreign jurisprudence. While the American Court is one that is internationally influential—and both America and South Africa are tremendously heterogeneous societies—ultimately it was the wording of the South African Constitution that determined the legal answer. The American holding was examined and found to be inapplicable, both legally and factually, to the Constitution of South Africa. The inclusion of chapter 2, section 9(2) was a clear endorsement of the benign/invidious classification—similar to that written of by Justice Marshall—and ultimately it was the text that controlled.

VI. CONCLUSION

“If here I have a human being called a judge in a different country dealing with a similar problem, why don’t I read what he says if it’s similar enough? Maybe I’ll learn something.”75

Over the past few decades there has been a tremendous growth of constitutional courts throughout the world. Such courts are given extraordinary power. That is, the power to undo law that has been passed by democratically elected popular representatives. It can be argued that this is perhaps the most important responsibility in the whole of the legal system.

Moreover, there is no job that should be done with greater care and diligence than the application of sound constitutional principles to the review of legislation. The growth of international constitutional courts, and the maturation of jurisprudence from others, has created an impressive array of

72. See U.S. Const. amend. XIV (banning discrimination without caveat).
constitutional jurisprudence throughout the world.

In the particular realm of fundamental rights litigation, there is a tremendous overlap of experience. Through the growing internationalization of law and the frequent import and export of legal systems, there is an ever-expanding similarity among much of the world’s human-rights protections. There is no reason why, due to the great responsibility and corresponding due diligence, the body of fundamental human-rights jurisprudence cannot be consulted.

Beyond this obvious possibility is the greater question of what law should be consulted. What ensures that justices will not simply replace legal thought with policy judgment and “cherry-pick” legal reasoning from a legal system that has made the determination he or she desires? The answer is through careful deliberation and the consideration of various legal and nonlegal factors.

It is of the utmost importance to examine the underlying circumstances at the time the provision was passed as well as the interests it is designed to protect. If either of these is considerably different than those in the jurisdiction in question, the analysis will be inapplicable. Constitutional analysis often centers on the balancing of two interests. If the provision was passed under vastly different historical circumstances, the balance may be considerably altered. Similarly, if the article is designed to protect a different interest, then the balancing analysis will be completely changed.

One cannot discount the extraordinary way in which the society that surrounds the court both influences and is influenced by the decisions made within its walls. For this reason, it is imperative to consider factors other than the law as it exists on paper. Often, decisions made by societies with high economic power and great resources would not have the same effect in countries with less economic strength. This is particularly true in the areas of fundamental rights that require great resources to implement, such as those associated with a fair trial. It is also important to consider the racial, ethnic, and religious makeup of a society. States with tremendous homogeneity are likely less affected by human rights problems involving discrimination than heterogeneous ones. Thus, the legal analysis of states with different makeups may be of little use.